Lytton, which again are insufficiently appreciated, perhaps Return, to
because both these artists live abroad.	Florence
To the villa at Rezzola there came Oliver Lodge. He had motored through France. Now he wanted us to go with him to Florence; he would like to visit the galleries under the guidance of a painter. To Florence we went, but in the galleries and churches he found my taste all too austere. He would wander off with my wife to enjoy the more sensuous works, asking as he lingered before some nude figure of a beautiful woman, 'Now why wouldn't your husband think this good as a work of art?'
We wandered, too, about the streets and squares, the side streets especially. Many of the fine houses and palaces in the busier parts have been disfigured, their lower stories turned into shops. The same thing happens too frequently in England in our Cathedral towns, in Gloucester for example. Here dignified houses have been vulgarized by this crude amputation, for the shop fronts are constructed without distinction.
I wanted to take Oliver Lodge and my wife to I Tatti, the Berensons' villa at Settignano, but the Berensons were travelling in Greece, the villa was closed, so we could not see the treasures there. Happily, Reginald Turner, most genial of men and wittiest of talkers, whom I saw all too rarely, was in Florence. There, too, I met for the last time Ada Leverson, Oscar Wilde's 'Sphinx', a strange figure from the past, now grown old, but gay and vivacious still.
We went, too, to see our old friends Percy Lubbock and his wife, Lady Sybil, at the Villa Medici; Lady Sybil was unfortunately indisposed, but her daughter, the Marchesa Origo, was at the villa and charmed Oliver Lodge, sensitive as he is to physical beauty, combined with a fine intelligence. Talking with Percy Lubbock, I realized how much I missed through his being abroad; no one is better company than he, We returned to Rezzola by way of Lucca, a favourite town with Max Beerbohm, and with Geoffrey Scott. Before we left Italy, the Queen Elqaheik arrived at 139

